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ABSTRACT
Audio-visual speech intelligibility was

tested using high-quality 3D models of
the lips and jaw. The models were
animated on the basis of six parameters
obtained from the actual movements of a
speaker's face and synchronized with the
original audio utterances. Eighteen
French nonsense utterances were
presented to twenty subjects at five levels
of added noise. Intelligibility was best
when the lip and jaw animations were
presented along with the acoustic speech
signal.

INTRODUCTION
Even though the auditory modality is

dominant in speech perception. it has
been shown that seeing the speaker’s face
increases intelligibility, especially in a
background noise [12, 3, 4. l3, 2].
Synthetic faces are thus expected to
enhance the intelligibility of speech
synthesizers which is still far lower than
that of humans.

It has been shown in English [9]. and
then In French [8] that the human lips
carry more than a half of the visual
inlormation provided by the whole
natural face. Moreover. vision of the
teeth increases the intelligibility of a
message: the teeth help disambiguate
sounds differing in jaw position like
"bib" versus. "bab" [9].

In this paper we evaluate through a
perception test the contribution to speech
intelligibility of a lip model alone and of
the same lip model superimposed upon a
synthetic jaw and upper skull.

THE 3D LIP MODEL
The 3D model of the lips used in this

study was developed on the basis of a
geometrical analysis of the natural lip
movements of a French speaker [5]. The
model is controlled with five parameters
which can be measured directly from the
recorded lip movements of a real
speaker's face. A specially designed
workstation [7] is used to obtain accurate

measures of the parameters from a
videotape. The measurement procedure
produces an output file which contains
the five parameters measured at 20 ms
intervals; this file is used as a command
file to our model. The digitized voice of
the natural speaker is synchronized with
the visual display.

TllE JAW MODEL
Apart from the lips. the most visible

articulator is the jaw and with it, the chin
and the teeth. Since the jaw is a rigid
skeletal structure. the animation process
is easier than with the lips. Like all rigid
objects. jaw motions have six degrees of
freedom. Thus, its position relative to the
skull can be defined with three orientation

angles (yaw, pitch, roll) and three

positions (horizontal, vertical. lateral).

The synthetic jaw which was used for

our model was developed at McGill

University [6] in order to visualize jaw

motion kinematics that are recorded with

an optoelectronic measurement system. It

comprises a 3D digitized upper skull and

jaw along with their corresponding teeth.

The jaw model is animated using

empirically recorded jaw orientation
angles and jaw positions [6]. The visual

display of the synthetic upper skull and
jaw was synchronized with the
corresponding natural audio signal.

ANIMATION OF THE MODELS
The lip and jaw models were

integrated in a single display. The lip

model was directly superimposed on the

3D skull and jaw. For tests of the model.

lip movements were obtained using the

video analysis technique described
above. Jaw movements were obtained in
a similar manner from the motion of the

chin of the speaker using image

processing techniques like those

developed for lip movement. It should be

noted that while it would have been
desirable to use the optoelectronic

measurement system at McGill to obtain

jaw motions, this technique requires the
use of an acrylic and metal dental
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appliance which makes it difficult to

measure lip movement.

Jaw motions in speech are controlled

rimarily in three degrees of freedom

[10], namely the pitch angle, the vertical

position and the horizontal position. The

positions of two points on the jaw are

sufficient to reconstruct these three

motions in the sagittal plane. However,

since the jaw is not directly visible and

the overlying skin moves relative to the

jaw, the points needed to reconstruct

sagittal plane jaw motion cannot be

obtained with non-intrusive methods.

Nevertheless, it can be seen from the data

reported in [11] that the basic parameters

of jaw motion are often strongly

correlated in running speech. To a first

approximation, the three basic jaw

motions can thus be predicted from the

displacement of a single point on the jaw.

Since the teeth are not always visible, we

have decided to obtain this single point

by tracking a dot on the chin. Of course,

in so doing, a discrepancy cannot be

avoided between the actual jaw motion

and that of the reference point on the

chin.
For purposes of our first tests of the

lip / jaw synthesizer we have used an

audio-visual corpus which has already

been used extensively at ICP in order to

make geometric measurements [1, 5] and

to evaluate the contribution of vision to

speech intelligibility [2, 8]. Since the

speaker's chin was made up with a single

dot on the original videotapes it seemed
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sufficient for the initial evaluation. A

schematic of the analysis and synthesis

process used to obtain the animation is

presented in Figure 1.

INTELLIGIBILITY OF THE

MODELS
Following two previous experiments

[2. 8], the audio-visual intelligibility of

the lip model and of the superimposed

models of the lips and jaw (called the lip /

jaw model) have been tested at five levels

of acoustic degradation.

Preparation of the Stimuli

The speech material consisted of the

natural acoustic utterances of a French

speaker synchronized with three kinds of

display: no video, synthetic lips,

synthetic lips and jaw. The corpus

consisted of VCVCV nonsense

utterances. The vowels tested were lal, lil

and ly/. The consonants were lbl, lvl, /z/,

I3I, In] or Ill. The test words were

embedded in a carrier sentence of the

form "C'est pas VCVCVz ?". Eighteen

different sentences were first digitized

and then acoustically degraded by

addition of white noise, at five signal to

noise levels, in 6 dB steps. Thus overall.

there were 90 different acoustic stimuli.

A pseudo-random order was used for

presentation of the stimuli to subjects.

Ten additional stimuli preceded the actual

test in order to help subjects adapt to the

test conditions.

profile front

P1

P2

SYNTHESIS

Figue I. Schematic of the analysis /symhesis processfor the lip /jaw model.
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